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Extended Abstract
In the age of interconnected electronic systems, it is not surprising to us that we can access and
transmit digital information in a variety of different ways. We have reached the level of comfort with
digital communication that in some countries votes in elections for the highest governmental office(s)
can be made electronically [1]. To undertake these processes requires confidence that our
interactions with the various systems will remain private, unaltered and be accepted by the parties
responsible [2]. Digital signature schemes provide some of the functionality required in these
interactions by providing a means to guarantee the authenticity and transferability of electronic
messages. Signature schemes are different from encryption schemes but no less important.
Transferability means that a signed message is unlikely to be both accepted by one recipient, and if
forwarded, subsequently rejected by another recipient. This property distinguishes signature schemes
from message authentication schemes, where recipients are not guaranteed to be able to forward
messages. Many modern widely used digital signature schemes rely on public-key cryptography,
where security relies on the conjectured computational complexity of so-called “one-way”
functions [3–5]. In other words, security is only computational. However, these digital signature
schemes are efficient and easy to use and have therefore gained widespread acceptance.
If quantum computers can be built, this would render existing public-key cryptosystems insecure. It is
therefore of interest to investigate signature schemes where security does not rely on computational
assumptions. ”Classical” unconditionally secure signature schemes exist, but require additional
resources such as an authenticated broadcast channel or a trusted third party, or at the very least
pairwise shared secret keys among all parties. Quantum signature schemes [6,7] are another
possible solution. Here, security relies on the laws of quantum mechanics, similar to how the security
of quantum key distribution is guaranteed.
The first quantum digital signature scheme was proposed by Gottesman and Chuang in 2001 [6] but
this required non-trivial components (controlled-NOT gates) to realize quantum comparison between
the signature elements. In 2006, Andersson, Curty, and Jex proposed an approach to the
comparison of optical coherent states that could be applied to an experimentally realizable quantum
digital signature scheme [8] and in 2012 we carried out the first experimental demonstration of
quantum digital signatures [9], using this approach. The intervening years have seen the development
of several revised quantum digital signature protocols [10–14] and subsequent experimental
implementations [15–17].
To date, all of our experimental implementations of quantum digital signatures have featured one
sender (Alice) and two receivers (Bob and Charlie). This is the simplest case for a signature scheme
since two recipients are needed for a message to be transferred from one recipient to another. Our
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demonstrations of quantum digital signatures have all used phase-encoded coherent states of light
and have borrowed operational design ideas from quantum key distribution while employing additional
components unique to quantum digital signatures. In these previous systems, the sender randomly
selects coherent states with different phases and fixed amplitude. The number of possible phases will
affect the security analysis, and determining the optimal number of states and amplitude is highly nontrivial. A full description of the quantum digital signature protocols is beyond the scope of this work but
may be found in [8,10–12,18,13].
Our previous demonstrations of quantum digital signatures relied on an experimentally complex
system of two intertwined interferometers, referred to as a multiport, to carry out an optical swap test
between signature elements held by two receivers [9,15]. The challenges associated with this
multiport limited the operational transmission distances between sender and receivers in these
systems to around 5 meters. Removing the multiport [13] offers the potential to extended the
transmission distance to several kilometers by employing approaches similar to those demonstrated
in quantum key distribution thereby providing an already established set of experimental resources
that can be applied to this complementary security technology [19,20,17].
Here we will present an experimental quantum digital signature system that operated over several
kilometers of standard telecommunications optical fiber. This represents a significant advancement in
the operational lengths of such systems. Furthermore, the presented system offered higher signature
generation rates when compared to previous implementations. We will present performance
parameters for the system in terms of signature lengths and generation rates, and a consideration of
the security parameters that affected operation. We will also briefly consider future prospects for the
technology, reflecting on the increased potential for implementation that revised protocols offer.
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